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A B S T R A C T

Intrusion detection is one of the most common approaches for addressing security attacks in modern networks.
However, given the increasing diversity of attack behaviors, efficient detection becomes more challenging.
Machine learning (ML) has recently dominated as one of the most promising techniques to improve detection
accuracy for intrusion detection systems(IDS). With ML-based approaches, a quality dataset for training
holds the key to gain high detection performance. Unfortunately, there are few methods to assess the
dataset quality, and specifically for ML training. This work presents an automated toolchain, termed CREME
(Configuration, REproduction, Multi-dataset, and Evaluation), to generate a dataset and measure its quality
and efficiency. CREME integrates various tools to automate all stages of configuration, attack and benign
behavior reproduction, data collection, feature extraction, data labeling, and evaluation. CREME can also
automatically collect and generate a dataset from multiple sources such as accounting, network traffic, and
system logs. Compared with the available datasets in the same category, experiment results show that the
datasets generated by CREME contribute up to 20% better performance to ML-based IDS in terms of coverage.
They also have significantly better efficiency than most other datasets. The CREME source code is available
at https://github.com/buihuukhoi/CREME.
1. Introduction

Dataset is the key to the success of a machine-learning-based in-
trusion detection system (ML-based IDS). Without a suitable dataset,
ML-based IDS detection performance can be even worse than conven-
tional approaches such as signature-based IDS. Choosing correct data
sources when generating a dataset is vital for increasing the behavioral
diversity and further enriching data inputs for ML training — which is
the key to high detection performance. Data sources can broadly be
classified into three types: network packets, accounting, and system
logs. Several recent papers (Singh et al., 2015; Song et al., 2011;
Moustafa and Slay, 2015; Kang et al., 2019; Koroniotis et al., 2019)
have proposed to generate datasets for specific training requirements
and applications. For example, Zhang et al. (2019) are in favor of
using system logs for host-based IDS while Shi et al. (2019) prefer
network traffic for network-based IDS. Both of these approaches have
their shortcomings. Given the increase in the use of secure protocols
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in communications, decoding encrypted packets in the network and
classifying them is already a challenge (Xing and Wu, 2020). On the
other hand, detecting malware running in a host cannot rely only on
inspecting the network packets (Hwang et al., 2020).

Combining multiple types of datasets to enhance attack detection
performance is an emerging approach. The data from numerous sources
can significantly contribute to exposing the entire path of an attack. For
example, papers by Beer et al. (2017) and Turcotte et al. (2017) propose
a simple combination of network packets and system logs for generating
synthetic datasets. These authors found that a system log can record
relevant information about malware activities that is impossible to
find in network traffic. Moustafa (2019) collected a dataset from both
network packets and accounting sources and found that accounting log
entries such as resource usage statistics are critical for exposing mining
and DoS attacks. Unfortunately, most of the collecting methods are
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difficult to reproduce. Critically, there have also been few studies on
providing a toolchain to validate the quality of the generated datasets.

This work presents our first attempt at creating an automated
toolchain for generating and validating datasets from multiple sources.
The research addresses three challenges as follows. (1) Correct combina-
tion of dataset types. The goal is to increase information about attacks or
legitimate activities that benefit the ML-based IDS. For many available
datasets, it is unclear how to quantify the amount of data per type
and specify the combination order when designing a testbed. Mixed
data, without a correct configuration, will probably decrease the accu-
racy of ML training. (2) Reproducible Datasets. Generally, most studies
evaluate the ML models with public datasets. Unfortunately, there is a
disparity between a public network/host’s activities and internal sites
(e.g., in enterprise companies). Reproducing a dataset from the sources
of the internal networks/hosts, such as protection targets, will increase
the detection accuracy of the ML and reduce the negative impact
of the disparity. (3) Automation. Data collection, feature extraction,
data labeling, and evaluation are often time-consuming tasks, let alone
the tremendous challenge of carrying them at scale. In this case, the
automation of doing such tasks is vital.

Addressing these challenges, our built-in toolchain can automati-
cally carry out data collection, feature extraction, data labeling, and
assessing a dataset’s quality from various sources. This toolchain con-
sists of a centralized controller that collects and aggregates reports from
the clients at the network branches or distributed hosts. The central
server can also decode periodic messages from monitoring software and
statistical programs, e.g., Atop. In a typical configuration, a testbed runs
on a honeynet of virtual machines. Target servers are under many types
of notorious attacks, e.g., DDoS attacks or brute force. A data logger
server is then designed to collect data from all these target servers peri-
odically. This research aims to answer the following essential questions:
(1) What is the quality of a generated dataset in terms of quantified
metrics, such as coverage and efficiency? (2) Whether ML can work
effectively on different data sources to detect specific security attacks?
(3) Which are the critical factors and lessons learned to build a useful
dataset for ML-based IDS?

1.1. Contributions

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
First, we provide an open-source automated framework for collecting
multiple-sources datasets that the other researchers can use to do in
their enterprise environment for specific research. Second, this work
provides a basic validation to evaluate the generated datasets. The
evaluation results demonstrate the advantages of our collection method
in terms of coverage and efficiency, compared to several typical IoT
datasets and conventional IT datasets. The datasets can partially enrich
data for causality-inspired ML/DL-based IDS research. To the best of
our knowledge, the toolchain is the first attempt of its kind.

1.2. Organization of the paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present earlier work on building a dataset for the ML-based IDS. In Sec-
tion 3, we describe the background of attack models and ML techniques
for detection. In Sections 4 and 5, the challenges of doing automated
dataset generation and evaluation frameworks are described. In Sec-
tion 6, we describe our design of the toolchain and the implementation
of a testbed in detail. In Section 7, the experiment results are presented.
Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section 8.
2

2. Related work

This section discusses several datasets that have been specifically
designed for ML-based IDS and the methods to validate their effective-
ness. To this end, a comparison of the performance of several datasets
is also given.

There are two approaches to collect datasets. The first one is to col-
lect data packets in conventional IP-based networks. For example, the
study of Singh et al. (2015) provides a synthetic network-traffic dataset
with two labeling levels for the IDSs. The dataset is generated based
on NSLKDD dataset’s basic characteristics that do not contain activity-
based labeling. Kyoto 2006+ dataset (Song et al., 2011) is collected
with three years of real traffic data from honeypots. All traffic data are
labeled by inspecting them using security software. Recently, Moustafa
and Slay (2015) presented a comprehensive approach to collect a
UNSW-NB15 dataset by using the IXIA PerfectStorm tool. The newer
approach to collect IoT datasets where data row can be IP or non-IP
traffic. For IP-based traffic, the data are collected through capturing
packets at the network between the IoT gateways and the central IoT
applications, e.g., from MQTT, DNS, FTP, HTTP, and SSH protocols.
5-tuple (a source IP address/port number, destination IP address/port
number, and the protocol) is then used as the unique field to identify
traffic from different users. For non-IP traffic, the data are often col-
lected through capturing packets at the IoT gateways. As designing for
low-cost devices, the data from these non-IP protocols (e.g., MQTT)
often support several fields only, such as device address, timestamp,
state, value. In this case, the device address in the IoT packets will be
used as the unique field to separate the traffic from different devices.
As a typical example in the work of Anagnostopoulos et al. (2020), the
data row of a Bluetooth packet includes several simple fields (source
address, destination address, data length, method of protocol, service,
value (0x00000004, 0x00000001, 1570733035.823057, 43, man, 4,
62)).

For dataset collection, the authors in Kang et al. (2019) present an
IoT dataset that consists of various network attacks on two typical smart
home devices. The Bot-IoT dataset (Koroniotis et al., 2019; Khraisat
et al., 2019) combines legitimate and attack traffic from a real testbed
environment. The authors present a simple approach to quantify the
quality of the dataset using Correlation Coefficient and Entropy. The
IoT-23 dataset (Laboratory, 2020) contains both attack behavior (20
malicious scenarios from 12 malware on Raspberry Pi) and benign
activities (collected from 3 smart IoT devices). Since the studies focus
on the network-based IDS, that datasets (Singh et al., 2015; Song et al.,
2011; Moustafa and Slay, 2015; Koroniotis et al., 2019; Laboratory,
2020) consists of network traffic only. With recent developments of
machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) technologies, many
scholars start eyeing collecting multi-source datasets to enrich data for
generative ML/DL learning models. For example, the studies in Beer
et al. (2017), Turcotte et al. (2017), Hassan et al. (2020), Cinque et al.
(2020) present the methods to generate a dataset from both traffic
data and system logs. In the other work, Moustafa (2019) presented
a Ton_IoT dataset that combines both network traffic and accounting
data.

However, researchers need to identify whether their built-in
datasets are effective in specific measurements and how they are
competitive with many available datasets. For this issue, Haider et al.
(2017) presents the first attempt to evaluate an NGIDS-DS dataset
in terms of attack and benign coverage. The shortcoming is that the
work did not assess and correlate the dataset’s quality with ML-based
IDS systems. Gharib et al. (2016) and Sharafaldin et al. (2018) intro-
duce several more evaluation metrics such as network configuration,
traffic coverage, labeled dataset, available protocols, attack diversity,
anonymity, heterogeneity, feature set, and metadata. Table 1 shows the
existing datasets for a security domain, where nw is network traffic;
sl is syslog; ac is accounting; cov is coverage; eff is efficiency; acc
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Table 1
Comparison of various datasets and ours.

Platform Dataset Data sources Problem Solution Metrics Tool-
chain

nw sl ac cov eff acc

Traditional
network

PU-IDS (Singh
et al., 2015)

O X X

Labeling traffic
activity

Synthetic dataset
based on NSL KDD

X X X X

Kyoto 2006+ (Song
et al., 2011)

Common security
attacks

Real traffic from
honeypots

X X X

UNSW-NB15
(Moustafa and Slay,
2015)

Mixed benign and
attacks behaviors

IXIA Perfect Storm
framework

X X X

NGIDS-DS (Haider
et al., 2017)

Realistic dataset IXIA Perfect Storm O X X

CICIDS (Sharafaldin
et al., 2018)

Assess existing
datasets

Cover 11 criteria O X O

NDSec-1 (Beer
et al., 2017) O O X Find attack

composition
Framework to
analyze

X X X

Unified Host and
Network (Turcotte
et al., 2017)

Collect enterprise
networks dataset

Combination of
network traffic,
windows log

X X X

IoT network

IoT-NID (Kang
et al., 2019) O X X

Collect network
attacks traffic

A framework to
collect

X X X

Bot-IoT (Koroniotis
et al., 2019)

Realistic botnet
traffic dataset

Set up realistic
testbed

X O O

IoT-23 (Laboratory,
2020)

Collect real malware
dataset

12 malwares on
raspberry PI

X X X

Ton_IoT (Moustafa,
2019)

O X O Collect
heterogeneous
datasets

Build a new
architectural IoT
testbed (3 tiers)

X X X

Our dataset
(CREME)

O O O Assess dataset
quality, multi-data
sources, automated
dataset generation

A automated
toolchain

O O O O

X: Not supported; O: Supported.
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is accuracy. The cov and eff metrics are used to evaluate a dataset’s
quality, and the acc metric is used to evaluate the ML models.

For building large-scale datasets, data collection and processing au-
tomation are vital. Al-Hadhrami and Hussain (2020) proposed a dataset
auto-generation platform in IoT networks. However, the platform is
not open to independent validation. Another promising framework is
CALDERA,1 which is open-source. CALDERA can enable data collection
and processing automation. CALDERA also supports MITRE ATT&CK, a
globally accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques.
But CALDERA is not designed to generate a dataset. Inspired by the
CALDERA approach, this work presents an automated toolchain to sup-
port security dataset generation and validation. The toolchain enables
automation for multi-tasks: data collection, attack replay, and data pro-
cessing. Further, the platform also supports generating a dataset from
multiple data sources, e.g., network traffic, system log, accounting.
Unlike prior work, the generated datasets are also validated in terms
of coverage and efficiency in detail.

In summary, compared with the state-of-the-art studies, this work
aims to collect multiple-sources datasets in heterogeneous environ-
ments, which few scholars weigh in. This dataset is particularly useful
for IDS in detecting several attacks. For example, network traffic may
reveal little evidence of a real threat of malware spread if the attacker
compresses payload or transfers malicious content in many fragments.
The abnormal behavior of the scripts (from the transferred traffic)
only becomes apparent if they are active to participate in an attack,
e.g., modify a specific file, open a port or send a large volume of DDoS
traffic. As a result, monitoring all three data sources can benefit an IDS
to figure out which data passed through the traffic filter/deep packet
inspection but become malicious entities after storing in the IoT de-
vices. Our preliminary results showed that different data source is more
critical for intrusion detection at different attack stage and a combined
dataset of multiple data sources can achieve the best F1 score of the
intrusion detection by applying machine learning algorithms (Wang,
2021).

3. Attack model and scenarios for generating dataset

This section covers the principle concepts of advanced persistent
threat attacks. Through the lens of attack models, we outline five
scenarios that are used in this work to generate a dataset.

3.1. Attack model

An attack model is a combination of different attack stages to reach
a specific goal. The attack model can provide a better understanding
of the goal of the attacks and the behavior of adversaries before and
after attacks occur. Further, understanding the attack model can benefit
defenders in choosing suitable security mechanisms and identifying
potential vulnerabilities in a system (Al-Mohannadi et al., 2016) There
are various attack models, such as the pyramid model and graph model.
MITRE ATT&CK Matrix2 one of the best model. MITRE ATT&CK uses
12 tactics: initial access, execution, persistence, privilege escalation,
defense evasion, credential access, discovery, lateral movement, col-
lection, command and control, ex-filtration, and impact. To match the
matrix with practical attacks, the MITRE Corporation created adversary
simulation plans.3 APT3 is one of the most common plans to test secu-
rity issues in IT networks. However, currently, APT3 does not support
IoT networks. Based on the well-organized plan in APT3, we develop
a general attack scenario for IoT networks with several components
borrowed from the APT3 architecture.

1 https://github.com/mitre/caldera.
2 https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/.
3

4

https://attack.mitre.org/resources/adversary-emulation-plans/. d
3.2. Attack scenarios

Our attack scenario includes three attack stages: initial access,
compromise and propagation, and complete mission. The initial access
stage aims to get access to a system. Reconnaissance, scanning, and
exploitation are common steps in this stage. Several other steps such
as privilege escalation and defense evasion can be carried out in the
compromise and propagation stage. We design five attack scenarios:
Mirai botnet, ransomware, disk wipe, resource hijacking, and end-point
DoS. Since launching large-scale attacks from non-IP IoT devices is a
challenge as a result of their simplicity and low energy, in this work,
we simulate the attacks from IP-enabled devices only. The researchers
can update our attack scripts to support non-IP devices in the future.
The details of the attack scenarios are as follows.

Mirai botnet : Mirai is a worm-like malware family that exploits
efault accounts in IoT devices via telnet and SSH services (Kolias et al.,
017; Antonakakis et al., 2017). The source code of Mirai is available
n the Internet. Initially, Mirai scans all the hosts that are running a
elnet service. Using a hardcoded dictionary of username/password,
irai launches brute force attacks to find the victims’ telnet accounts.
fter intruding on the devices successfully, the cracked username and
assword are reported to a CnC server. The information will later be
sed to login and update malicious programs to the injected devices.
he targets actually become zombies in the botnet, which was com-
anded by the CnC server. In a volumetric attack such as DDoS, the

ttacker often use the CnC server to command all the live bots sending
large amount of traffic to the victim server.
Ransomware: Ransomware is one of the most damaging attacks

hat many cybercriminals have used to blackmail a victim. In this
ase, the hackers encrypt data or folders on the victim’s computers
r workstations. In our testbed, a server is set up with a vulnerability
n the IRC service. Ransomware can exploit the vulnerability to gain
ccess to the server with the root privilege. In order to maintain future
ccess, a backdoor can be installed on the server. Finally, the data of
he server will be encrypted by using a Bash-ransomware open-source
ool.
Disk wipe: Other than encrypting the data, an attacker can choose to

estroy the data on a server. The server can consequently not provide
lients services or even reboot if the boot folder is wiped. For this
cenario, the setup server runs a web application that contained a Ruby
n Rails vulnerability for exploitation. After compromising the target,
he attacker can freely install a backdoor and access the server in the
uture. Note that, even if the vulnerability is patched, the attacker
an still connect to the server using the backdoor and reinstall other
alware to wipe out data.
Resource hijacking : Instead of destroying the system, an attacker

an use the system’s resources for mining cryptocurrency. To simulate
his scenario, a server is set up with a vulnerability on the Apache
ontinuum service. A backdoor is then installed after exploiting the
ulnerability successfully to establish a backdoor connection for further
ttacks.
End-point DoS: This attack simulates taking down all the services of

server by consuming all the server resources. In this scenario, the IRC
ervice’s vulnerability is exploited to intrude on the server and create
hidden root account for future access. Using the root account, the

ttacker can remotely install and execute the malicious code.

. Automated dataset generation and evaluation

This section covers the measurement metrics used to evaluate the
uality of a generated dataset. Table 2 shows the notations used in
his work, which are classified into four categories. The attack and
enign category mean two types of programs used to generate abnormal
nd benign behavior. The category can also denote the machines that
re used to represent entities in the system. There are six types of
achines: vulnerable client, non-vulnerable clients, controller, data

ogger server, attacker servers, malicious client. Raw data, extracted

ata, sub-datasets, and dataset denote data types.

https://github.com/mitre/caldera
https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/
https://attack.mitre.org/resources/adversary-emulation-plans/
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Table 2
Notations used in this work.

Category Notation Name

Attacks and programs

𝑎𝑛 , 𝑛 ∈ [1, 𝑁] , N : number of predefined attacks Attacks
𝑏𝑚 , 𝑚 ∈ [1,𝑀] , M : number of predefined benign programs Benign programs
𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑔 , 𝑔 ∈ [1, 𝐺] , G: number of servers Servers
𝑣ℎ , ℎ ∈ [1,𝐻] , H : number of vulnerable clients Vulnerable clients
𝑛𝑣𝑙 , 𝑙 ∈ [1, 𝐿] , L: number of non-vulnerable clients Non-vulnerable clients
𝑐 Controller
𝑑𝑙𝑠 Data logger server
𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 Attacker server
𝑚𝑐 Malicious client

Data types

𝑟𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆] , S: number of data sources Raw data
𝑒𝑡𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆] Extracted data
𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆] Sub-datasets
𝐷,𝛴𝑆

𝑖=1𝑑𝑖 , {𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆]} Dataset

Metrics

𝑐𝑜𝑣𝐷 Coverage
𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆] Efficiency
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆] Accuracy
𝑓1𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆] F1 score

Parameters

𝑤𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝐶] , C: number of criteria Weight of criteria
𝑣𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝐶] Value of criteria
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝐶] Max value of criteria
𝑛𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆] Number of important features
𝑛𝑎𝑓 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑆] Number of all features
a

𝑎

4.1. Measurement metrics for evaluating the quality of a generated dataset

There are two metrics used in this research to validate the quality
of the generated dataset: coverage and efficiency. Details of the metrics
are listed as follows.

Coverage. This metric aims to measure the attack diversity, traffic
completion, available protocols, features, metadata, etc. The higher
coverage a dataset is, the richer data or closer to the real situation the
dataset supports. In fact, with an ML-based IDS, rich data for training
is crucial. The dataset should include a broad range of different attack
scenarios to cover real situations. Attack types, staged attack scenarios,
data sources, labeled data, feature set, and metadata criteria are the
main parameters for validating the coverage metric in this work. The
attack types criteria represent the number of attack types covered in a
dataset. The attack type denotes the kind of security attacks such as
DoS or port scanning. The staged attack scenario means a sequence
of different attack types used by the attacker to achieve the intrusion
target. For example, the Mirai scenario contains attack types such as
scanning, brute force, backdoor, DDoS. The data sources criteria mean
the number of data sources used to collect data. More data sources in
consideration can give a better chance to detect sophisticated attacks.
For example, if an IDS fails to detect scanning attacks with network
packets, the engine still has another chance to find out the attacks
by analyzing system logs. Correct labeled data, like a ground truth,
is another important criterion for validating the detection result. For
an ML-based IDS, the feature sets are also crucial, and extracting them
is quite time-consuming, given the diversity of large-scale raw data.
Other than the criteria mentioned above, metadata is an important tag
to describe a dataset’s detail for later reference. In summary, inspired
by the work of Gharib et al. (2016), the coverage metric in our work is
the total of weighted criteria’s score. The coverage score is measured
as follows:

𝑐𝑜𝑣𝐷 = 𝛴𝐶
𝑗=1

𝑤𝑗 ∗ 𝑣𝑗
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑗

(1)

where 𝐶 is the number of criteria; 𝑤𝑗 a weight for each criterion, and
can be set to different values based on the requirements at the running
time. The sum of 𝑤𝑗 is equal to 1. 𝑣𝑗 the value of each criterion and
a non-negative integer that is not greater than 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑗 ; 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑗 is the
maximum value of each criterion; 𝐷 is the dataset as noted in Table 2.
Suppose that 𝑤𝑗 and 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑗 are the sets based on the requirement of
5

researchers.
Let consider an example by calculating the coverage scores for
two datasets Kyoto 2006+ Song et al. (2011) and NDSec-1 Beer et al.
(2017). As attack types and staged attack scenarios have the highest
value at around ten in previous work, we set its max value to twenty
to have room for more attacks. Similarly, a staged attack scenario can
consist of a set of exploitation and attacks up to 20. Generally, the
highest value of data sources, labeled data, and features set is set at
3 in default. However, we double the maximum value (e.g., 6) for
these three metrics to enrich and open the room for future usage. The
maximum value of metadata is to present a binary set, i.e., 1 (yes) or 0
(no). In summary, the considered maximum values for different criteria
are [20, 20, 6, 6, 6, 1]. The weights are then calculated by the importance
of criteria [0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1]. Based on the values of two
datasets from Table 6, the coverage scores of the two datasets were
calculated as follows: 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝐾𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜 = 0.4∗8

20 + 0.2∗0
20 + 0.1∗1

6 + 0.1∗1
6 + 0.1∗1

6 + 0.1∗1
1 =

0.310; 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑁𝐷𝑆𝑒𝑐−1 = 0.4∗9
20 + 0.2∗3

20 + 0.1∗2
6 + 0.1∗1

6 + 0.1∗1
6 + 0.1∗1

1 = 0.377.
In this example, the NDSec-1 has a higher coverage score as a result of
rich attack types and features.

Efficiency. Given a dataset with many features, it is essential to
figure out which features in the dataset are useful for training. Gen-
erally, the ML-based IDS can work at best by using various important
features. Because of the importance of these features, any failure to
remove one of them can negatively impact on the performance of the
ML-based IDS (Chandrashekar and Sahin, 2014). Selecting the correct
features is still by far the biggest challenge. Efficiency is then a metric
that quantifies the sufficiency of important features in the generated
dataset. The efficiency metric is calculated as the ratio between the
number of useful features and the number of all features in the dataset.
The efficiency score is measured as

𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖 =
𝑛𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑖

𝑛𝑎𝑓 𝑑𝑖
(2)

where 𝑛𝑖𝑓 is the number of important features; 𝑛𝑎𝑓 is the number of
ll features, and 𝑑𝑖 is the notation noted in Table 2.
Accuracy. The accuracy 𝑎𝑐𝑐 is defined by :

𝑐𝑐 = 𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

, (3)

where 𝑇𝑃 is true positive, 𝑇𝑁 is true negative, 𝐹𝑃 is false positive,
𝐹𝑁 is false negative. Accuracy is a critical metric for measuring the
efficiency of the ML-based IDS.

F1 score. F1 score is also used to examine the ML result on our
generated datasets. The score 𝐹1 is defined as:

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
2 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

, (4)

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
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where 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 measures the percentage of 𝑇𝑃 among the total of 𝑇𝑃
and 𝐹𝑃 , 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 measures the percentage of 𝑇𝑃 among the total of 𝑇𝑃
and 𝐹𝑁 . 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 are defined as follows.

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

(5)

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

(6)

The accuracy metric can be used to support finding the number
of useful features in a dataset or evaluate the efficiency. The idea to
find the number of useful features is described as follows. Features are
considered important features if they can achieve acceptable accuracy
with fewer features. The acceptable accuracy is a threshold provided
by the user. Let consider an example: a dataset has 100 features. We
try to find the efficiency of different feature combinations (from 1–
100). Let say the acceptable accuracy is 0.98 (the user can accept to
lose 0.02 of accuracy, but they want to reduce the number of used
features to accelerate the training or detection speed). Then we found
a combination of 40 features that can achieve at least 0.98 of accuracy.
So, the efficiency is 40

100 = 0.4.

4.2. Data collection, assessment, and challenges

The first task of generating a dataset 𝐷 is to set up configuration
parameters: vulnerable clients 𝑣ℎ, non-vulnerable client 𝑛𝑣𝑙, servers
𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑔 , a controller 𝑐, a data logger server 𝑑𝑙𝑠, an attacker server 𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟,
a malicious client 𝑚𝑐, a set of multiple data sources (traffic, syslog,
and accounting), a set of support attacks 𝑎𝑛 and benign programs 𝑏𝑚.
After collecting this data, the measurement metrics (coverage 𝑐𝑜𝑣 and
efficiency 𝑒𝑓𝑓 ) are used to quantify the quality of 𝐷. The dataset 𝐷 can
include several sub-datasets, such as 𝑑𝑖 and ground truth. The second
objective is to maximize the dataset quality in terms of two metrics:
𝑐𝑜𝑣𝐷, 𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖 . Subject to diversity constraints, the attacks 𝑎𝑛 need to be
uncontrollably replayed, and the data of 𝑎𝑛 must be distinguished from
the data of 𝑏𝑚. For simplicity, we separate the collecting and measure-
ment problem into various sub-problems, auto-configuration, behavior
reproduction, multi-data sources, and dataset quality. The sub-problems
are described as follows.

Auto-configuration. The goal of this task is to automatically con-
figure for attacks 𝑎𝑛 and benign programs 𝑏𝑚 or the other information,
e.g., hostname, ip, username, password about 𝑣ℎ, 𝑛𝑣𝑙, 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑔 , 𝑐, 𝑑𝑙𝑠, 𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟,
and 𝑚𝑐 (defined in Table 2). Performing an auto-configuration for all
the programs in distributed workstations is a challenge, particularly if
doing that from a remote server.

Behavior reproduction. Given attacks 𝑎𝑛 and benign programs 𝑏𝑚,
the task determines a method to generate malicious behaviors for 𝑎𝑛
and benign behaviors for 𝑏𝑚, to reproduce the behaviors for 𝑎𝑛 and 𝑏𝑚
automatically. The challenge is to connect different attack stages and
combine the collected data with building a consistent attack path or
benign traffic. For this, we build a graphic interface to support adjusting
system parameter configurations visually.

Multi-data sources. Given the behavior of attack 𝑎𝑛 and benign
programs 𝑏𝑚, this phase proposes a method of generating the datasets
along with the ground truth from the three data sources, network traf-
fic, system log, and accounting statistics. The challenge is to distinguish
and label the attack and benign data.

Dataset quality assessment. Given a dataset 𝐷 generated from
different data sources, this phase — designs a toolchain to validate the
output values of 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝐷 and 𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖 , and improve the quality of the dataset
𝐷. The challenge is to calculate 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝐷 and 𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖 metrics accurately.

5. CREME - a toolchain with dataset generation and quality as-
sessment

The CREME (Configuration, REproduction, Multi-dataset, and
Evaluation) is a framework of multi-built-in components. The CREME
can automatically generate datasets and quantify the datasets’ quality.
This section presents the principles of the framework and the key
6

components in detail.
Fig. 1. CREME’s architecture design.

5.1. System architecture overview

Fig. 1 shows CREME’s architecture. There are seven key process-
ing steps. In the first step, the control module collects the setting
configuration (𝑎𝑛, 𝑏𝑚, 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑔 , 𝑣ℎ, 𝑛𝑣𝑙, 𝑐, 𝑑𝑙𝑠, 𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟, and 𝑚𝑐) from the
user/researcher (via website GUI). Based on the demand (setting), the
control module calls to run software and service scripts (Step 2) and
then launch attack scenario (Step 3). The control module is set at the
central server and can connect with the service scripts/attack tools
on the distributed workstation through gRPC/SCP tool. During the
collection period, the data collected 𝑟𝑖 at the workstations are then
uploaded into the centralized server for storing. In the next steps, the
data 𝑟𝑖 are then extracted (Step 4), labeled (Step 5), and evaluated (Step
6) to retrieve the final results 𝐷 for the performance analysis statistic in
terms of the coverage and efficiency metrics (Step 7). Every step runs
automatically. The modules are open-source code for customizing. A
centralized controller can remotely connect to the virtual machines and
execute these modules.

5.2. Centralized controller

The centralized controller consists of two independent modules:
configuration and data reproduction. The objectives of each module are
detailed as follows.

Controller configuration. The purpose of this module is to auto-
mate the configuration and process flow. As illustrated in Fig. 2, a
controller 𝐶 can connect to a data logger server 𝑑𝑙𝑠, non-vulnerable
clients 𝑛𝑣𝑙, vulnerable clients 𝑣ℎ, servers 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑔 , an attacker server 𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟, a
malicious client 𝑚𝑐 to install and configure the parameters (hostname,
IP address, username, password). Theoretically, the controller 𝐶 can
remotely connect to every machine to install and configure related
services/programs without a privilege escalation attack. For examples,
an Atop4 program can be installed on the machine 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑔 , vulnerable

4 https://linux.die.net/man/1/atop.

https://linux.die.net/man/1/atop
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Fig. 2. The process flow of controller driven configuration.

client 𝑣ℎ, and non-vulnerable 𝑛𝑣𝑙 to collect accounting data. After the
controller 𝑐 completes the machine’s configuration, the data log server
will receive and keep the reports from other machines.

Data reproduction. This module is to reproduce attack and benign
behavior, given the configured testbed. The module consists of a set of
scripts for launching attack scenarios and benign services. Each attack
scenario’s scripts are designed to run independently but aware of what
stage they are performing on, such as network or system log. Fig. 3
illustrates data reproduction for the Mirai attack scenario where the
controller 𝐶 commands the machines of malicious client 𝑚𝑐 to scan all
machines (non-vulnerable and vulnerable clients). The malicious client
𝑚𝑐 can report found successfully injected machines to the attack server
(CnC server) for future exploitations (i.e., exploit, transfer malware,
execute malware). The controller specifically runs a process on the
attacker server to periodically check the number of connected bots that
will trigger a DDoS attack command when reaching a certain number
of bots (predefined via the configuration). The attacker server will
continuously keep track of the control command and switch to new
attack targets if required.

5.3. Feature extraction and data labeling

This stage details feature extraction and labeling for the raw data
collected from three sources in the previous step. The top of Fig. 4
illustrates the processing flow of two modules. Initially, the controller
𝐶 commands the feature extraction module (FEM), which will get raw
data from data storage and extract the features. Then the attack and
benign data in the dataset are also classified by data sources (network
traffic, system log, accounting statistic) at this step. For network traffic
data, the pcap file packets are grouped into network flows by using
the 5-tuple (source IP address, source port, destination IP address,
destination port, and transport protocol). With long network flows,
e.g., downloading files, they can be split into multiple sub-flows using
a time window. The labeling uses 5-tuple and timestamps to index.
We specifically use the timestamps for identifying the attack stage.
7

Fig. 3. The processing flow of Mirai attack-based scenario.

Fig. 4. The process flow of multi-dataset generation and auto-evaluation.

Labeling sub-flows is primarily based on the source and destination
IP addresses. If the traffic comes from predefined legitimate machines,
they are labeled as normal. In our experiment, we assume that the
benign programs in vulnerable clients/injected devices will not access
the target server during the attack period. As a result, we can label
the abnormal traffic by filtering out the traffic flows from 5-tuple with
the destination IP address of the target server. For system log data,
log messages are separated into the log template and parameter list.
The machine ID or process ID is the index to separates the records of
different processes or malware. Similar to network traffic, to label logs,
the attack programs or machines are predefined. The log flows are then
labeled with their source machine/process ID. For accounting data, the
cmd name of each process is used as the reference index for labeling
data.

5.4. Auto-evaluation

Auto-evaluation is to validate the dataset quality. This study uses
two metrics (coverage and efficiency) for the measurement. The process
flow of the module is illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 4, i.e., auto-
evaluation block. As defined in Section 4.1, the coverage metric cov
includes the number of attack types, the number of attack scenarios, the
number of data sources, the labeled data amount, the number of feature
sets, and metadata. The efficiency metric eff is measured by a pair of
bound. The higher bound is the highest accuracy from the combinations
of the selected features. The lower bound is the acceptable accuracy
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Table 3
Open sources and tools.

Category Name Functionality

Data collection
Tcpdump capturing network packets
Rsyslog collecting logs
Atop monitor activity of processes

Features extraction
Argus extract features for packets
Drain parsing raw log messages
Atop extract accounting’s features

Attacks

Mirai emulate Mirai botnet
MySQL database service
Metasploit hacking tool
Metasploitable 3 vulnerable Linux VM

based on a given ML-based IDS and a provided threshold. If the ML-
based IDS uses only a list of few features to achieve a certain accuracy
as doing with all features, a number of the features in the list will
contribute to calculating eff.

6. Implementation

This section covers the implementation of the dataset generation/
evaluation module, and summarizes the open source and tools used in
this work. To the end, we show the configuration of the testbed and
overview the setting up process.

6.1. Open sources and tools

Table 3 summarizes the most important open-sources and tools used
in this work. The main stages of implementation are categorized as
follows.

Management and Report. We used Django (a high-level Python
Web framework) to build a website that acts as a centralized GUI-based
controller. The researcher can configure all the testbeds, e.g., number
of machines, attack scenarios, through this portal. The website provides
a dashboard and a summary report to track the launched modules’
progress and results.

Configuration. Expect 5 is the script to connect ssh to each machine
and configure the tasks, e.g., installing malware, launching an attack.
Expect scripts are specified for the requirements of each machine. SCP6

s the main tool to support uploading/downloading configured files for
he tools which do not support a remote report to the centralized server,
top.
Attack reproduction. For easy reproduction, we open-source tools

o carry out attack scenarios in this work. For example, Mirai botnet’s
ource code and MySQL database are collectible from the Internet.
etasploitable and Metasploit are also the available frameworks on

he Internet for downloading. Note that Metasploitable3 is different
rom Metasploit. Metasploitable 3 is a virtual machine containing many
ecurity vulnerabilities, while Metasploit is a security tool to perform
enetration tests and vulnerability exploitation.
Data collection. In this work, we use three tools, Tcpdump,7 Rsys-

og,8 Atop, to collect data from network traffic, system logs, and ac-
ounting. Tcpdump is a common command-line packet analyzer that
any experts have used to capture a packet’s contents on a specific
etwork interface. For specific domain, Iptables9 is a tool for updating
he routing rules and forwarding all the outgoing packets to the data log
erver 𝑑𝑙𝑠 where Tcpdump can capture and extract. Rsyslog is a robust
nd rocket-fast module for log processing. Rsyslog supports forward log

5 https://linux.die.net/man/1/expect.
6 https://linux.die.net/man/1/scp.
7 https://www.tcpdump.org/.
8 https://www.rsyslog.com/.
9

8

https://linux.die.net/man/8/iptables.
Table 4
Features of network traffic and accounting.

Data sources Features

Network packet flgs, pkts, bytes, state, dur, mean, sbytes, dbytes,
spkts, dpkts, stddev, sum, min, max, rate, srate,
drate

Accounting PID, RDDSK, WRDSK, WCANCL, DSK, CMD,
MINFLT, MAJFLT, VSTEXT, VSIZE, RSIZE, VGROW,
RGROW, MEM, TRUN, POLI, TSLPI, TSLPU, NICE,
PRI, RTPR, CPUNR, ST, EXC, S, CPU

messages to a remote server for aggregation. For accounting statistics,
Atop is a Linux-based interactive program that monitors the occupation
of sharing resources on the system level, such as CPU, memory, and
disk.

Feature extraction. Argus,10 Drain (He et al., 2017), and Atop are
the three selected tools for extracting features from the collected raw
data of network traffic, logs, and accounting. Argus, specifically, is an
open-source network activity auditing tool that can process packets at
the network flow level using 5-tuple. Argus consists of two agents: Argus
erver and Argus client. Argus server supports reading and translating
cap files to the sub-flow level with a particular duration time, while
rgus client extracts features of the flows to a CSV file. Other than
ecording the raw data, Atop is a tool for extracting the accounting data
eatures. Each process’s features can be CPU utilization, the average size
f disk reading and writing, memory utilization, and so on. Features
f network traffic and accounting are shown in Table 4. For the
ystem log, Drain is used to parse the unstructured log messages to the
tructured format, e.g., including the timestamp, the source service, the
og template, and the parameter list. Drain is the advanced version of
he log parser tool demonstrated in the study (Zhu et al., 2019).
Labeling. Labeling is performed based on the prior understanding of

he attack programs or injected machines defined in the configuration
tep. For example, a flow is labeled as an attack for the network traffic
ata if they come from the predefined malicious machines. Similarly,
he logs from the predefined attack machines are labeled as abnormal.
Evaluation. We use the Scikit-Learn library algorithm, namely Re-

ursive Feature Elimination and Cross-Validation Selection (RFECV),
o eliminate irrelevant features based on validation scores. The goal
s to figure out the best combinations of the extracted features. The
ariety of essential features is a combination with a minimum number
f selected features while still achieving acceptable accuracy (with a
rovided threshold). The efficiency is scored by a division of the num-
er of important features 𝑛𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑖 and the number of all features 𝑛𝑎𝑓 𝑑𝑖 .
he coverage score is provided with the ground truth information in
he dataset. For further assessment, datasets are put into ML-based IDS
o test and verify the detection performance.

.2. Testbed

Fig. 5 illustrates our testbed environment. The hosts running in the
estbed are based on Virtual Machines (VMs). The VM hosts can run

indows (10) or Linux (Ubuntu) kernels. The benign servers and the
arget servers run on Metasploitable 3 with Ubuntu 14.04. The benign
ervers host several legitimate services such as DNS, Web, and FTP. The
ttack clients run on Kali Linux. Table 5 shows the parameter setting
f the machines. Without loss of generality, we set all the passwords
o the same value. For data collection and pre-processing, both the
ccounting collection duration and time windows of sub-flows are set
o 1 s. For filtering out redundant features, the features that have
orrelation scores of less than 0.1 with the label will be removed.

Fig. 6 is a screenshot of the toolchain dashboard. The dashboard
rovides an overview of the current toolchain’s operation with seven
hases. The dashboard provides a summary of the operations performed
n each phase.

10 https://openargus.org/.

https://linux.die.net/man/1/expect
https://linux.die.net/man/1/scp
https://www.tcpdump.org/
https://www.rsyslog.com/
https://linux.die.net/man/8/iptables
https://openargus.org/
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Fig. 5. The illustration of our testbed environment. The hosts are virtual machines and can run Windows (10) or Linux (Ubuntu) kernels.
Fig. 6. The illustration of the toolchain dashboard. The dashboard has two basic parts. The upper part is a progress bar to track the steps of the toolchain. Each phase has a
black color at the beginning that will change to a blue color when the toolchain run in the corresponding stage. The below part is the details of each phase.
Table 5
Configuration setting for machines in the testbed.

Hostname IP address Username Password

controller 192.168.1.200 controller qsefthuk
data-logger-server 192.168.1.164 root qsefthuk
benign-server-1 192.168.1.21 root qsefthuk
target-server-1 192.168.1.11 root qsefthuk
vul-client-1 192.168.1.111 root qsefthuk
vul-client-2 192.168.1.112 root qsefthuk
vul-client-3 192.168.1.113 root qsefthuk
non-vul-client-1 192.168.1.211 root qsefthuk
non-vul-client-2 192.168.1.212 root qsefthuk
non-vul-client-3 192.168.1.213 root qsefthuk
non-vul-client-4 192.168.1.214 root qsefthuk
attacker-server 192.168.1.102 root qsefthuk
malicious-client 192.168.1.103 root qsefthuk
9

7. Experiment result

This section covers the evaluation performance of the generated
datasets on coverage and efficiency metric.

7.1. Dataset coverage

Table 6 shows main criteria covered by different datasets. These
criteria are used as a basis for calculating the coverage scores. The
calculation is based on Eq. (1). The weight step is set by any of the
values in [0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1] and 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑗 to [20, 20, 6, 6, 6, 1] (as
described in Section 4.1). The training and testing ratio is 80% and
20%, respectively. 5-fold cross-validation is also used. The results of
the coverage scores is presented in Fig. 7.

We found that the CREME dataset has a roughly 20% higher cover-
age score than the others. CREME’s dataset coverage is 0.52 compared
to the past average of 0.334 in the other datasets. These positive results
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Table 6
Coverage evaluation comparison of various datasets and ours.

Dataset Attack types Staged attack scenarios Data
sources

Labeled
data

Feature
set

Metadata

Kyoto 2006+ DoS, scanning, trojan,
worm, vulnerability,
backscatter, phising, shell
code

None Traffic Traffic Traffic Yes

UNSW-NB15 Backdoors, DoS, Exploits,
spam, fuzzers, generic,
port scans, reconnaissance,
shellcode, worms

None Traffic Traffic Traffic Yes

NGIDS-DS Backdoors, DoS, exploits,
worms, generic,
reconnaissance, shellcode

None Traffic,
Audit

Traffic,
Audit

Audit Yes

NDSec-1 Botnet, brute force,
spoofing, DDoS, exploits,
probe, XSS, SSL proxy,
SQL injection

Bring your own device,
watering hole, botnet

Traffic,
Syslog

Traffic Syslog Yes

CICIDS Botnet (Ares), DoS, DDoS,
heartbleed, infiltration,
XSS, SSH brute force, SQL
injection

None Traffic Traffic Traffic Yes

IoT-NID MITM, DoS, Scanning,
DDoS, brute force

Mirai Traffic Traffic None Yes

Bot-IoT Scanning, Dos, DDoS, brute
force, vulnerability, data
exfiltration, key logging

Data theft, keylogging Traffic Traffic Traffic Yes

Ton-IoT Scanning, DoS, DDoS,
MITM, Ransomware,
Backdoor, Injection, XSS,
Password

None Traffic,
Account-
ing,
Telemetry

Traffic,
Account-
ing,
Telemetry

Traffic,
Account-
ing,
Telemetry

Yes

IoT-23 C&C, FileDownload, DDoS,
Scanning, HeartBeat, brute
force, injection

Mirai, Torii, Trojan,
Gagfyt, Kenjiro, Okiru,
Hakai, IRCBot, Muhsik,
Hide and Seek

Traffic Traffic None Yes

CREME Scanning, brute force,
backdoor, DDoS, privilege
escalation, vulnerability,
resource hijacking,
ransomware, end-point
DoS, data destruction

Mirai, Ransomware,
End-point DoS, Mining,
WipeDisk

Traffic,
Syslog,
Account-
ing

Traffic,
Syslog,
Account-
ing

Traffic,
Syslog,
Account-
ing

Yes
Fig. 7. The results for validating coverage score of the datasets.

come from the fact that the CREME collects data from multiple data
sources (traffic, syslog, accounting) along with the optimal feature set.
If a single data source is used, the coverage score degrades to 0.4. The
low score highlights the importance of having rich data for training.
Data from multiple sources can give a better chance to detect the
footprint of the attacks. Also, as listed in Table 6, CREME provides a
rich set of features and well-labeled data that few studies can. CREME
also covers more attack scenarios than most existing datasets.
10
Fig. 8. The results for validating efficiency score of the datasets.

7.2. Dataset efficiency

Fig. 8 shows the efficiency score of different datasets. Similarly,
we use the ratio of 80% data for training, 20% data for testing, and
5-fold cross-validation. For example, the data amount for training in
Kyoto 2006+ dataset, CICIDS dataset, Bot-IoT dataset, UNSW-NB15
dataset, Ton-IoT-Windows dataset, Ton-IoT-Network dataset, CREME-
accounting dataset, CREME-Syslog dataset, and CREME-traffic dataset
are 7615547, 4497544, 7575629, 4467745, 21104, 461043, 231576,
5381, and 297162 data points. For the dataset with a significant
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Table 7
Top 14 ranked features of datasets.

Dataset Top 14 ranked features

UNSW-NB15 sttl, ct_state_ttl, service_dns, state_CON, proto_tcp, ct_dst_sport_ltm, sloss, proto_arp, dbytes, sbytes, ct_srv_dst, proto_unas,
Sintpkt, synack

Ton-IoT-Network proto_tcp, dns_rejected_T, conn_state_REJ, src_pkts, dns_RA_T, dst_pkts, conn_state_OTH, conn_state_SF, dst_bytes,
src_ip_bytes, dst_ip_bytes, src_bytes, conn_state_S3, duration

CICIDS Bwd Packet Length Min, Total Fwd Packets, Average Packet Size, Bwd Packet Length Std, PSH Flag Count,
Init_Win_bytes_backward, Bwd Header Length, Packet Length Std, Max Packet Length, Destination Port, Fwd Packet
Length Max, Idle Max, Fwd Header Length, Total Backward Packets

Bot-IoT N_IN_Conn_P_DstIP, state_number_5, state_number_2, seq, state_number_3, stddev, drate, state_number_4, state_number_1,
srate, min, mean, state_number_9, N_IN_Conn_P_SrcIP

Kyoto 2006 + Service, Flag_OTH, Dst_host_same_src_port_rate, Destination_bytes, Flag_S0, Dst_host_srv_count, Flag_RSTOS0,
Dst_host_count, Source_bytes, Duration, Flag_SHR, Count, Flag_REJ, Same_srv_rat

Ours-Accounting VSTEXT, DSK, TSLPI, POLI_-, EXC_1, CPUNR, RSIZE, ST_NE, ST_NS, MINFLT, MEM, VSIZE, PRI, EXC_0

Ours-Syslog apache-access, postfix/submission/smtpd, vsftpd, postfix/qmgr, avahi-daemon, in.telnetd, login_FAILED, apache-access,
login_pam_unix, login_FAILED, postfix/lmtp, postfix/qmgr, login_pam_securetty, proftpd

Ours-Traffic Rate, State_INT, Dport, SrcPkts, Flgs_ e s, Sport, TotPkts, State_CON, Proto_tcp, DstRate, SrcRate, State_sSEfF, Proto_udp,
DstPkts
Table 8
Examination results of datasets of each data source.

Algorithms Accounting Traffic Syslog

Accuracy F1-score Execution time (s) Accuracy F1-score Execution time (s) Accuracy F1-score Execution time (s)

Decision Tree 0.9970 0.9967 0.443 0.9998 0.9998 0.590 0.9846 0.9838 0.0139
Naive Bayes 0.9395 0.9372 0.194 0.9774 0.9781 0.212 0.9833 0.9822 0.0106
Extra Tree 0.9970 0.9967 0.144 0.9987 0.9987 0.154 0.9859 0.9851 0.0116
KNN 0.9791 0.9767 37.893 0.9976 0.9977 167.873 0.9857 0.9849 0.1419
Random Forest 0.9969 0.9966 7.496 0.9998 0.9998 12.585 0.9864 0.9857 0.2475
XGBoost 0.9968 0.9965 5.380 0.9998 0.9998 5.521 0.9853 0.9845 0.1232
imbalanced problem, the data of rare classes are increased by using
repetition. CREME’s efficiency scores are 0.682 for accounting and
0.504 on average compared with the best performance at 0.654 and
an average of 0.257 of other studies. The positive performance results
show the significant contributions of the correlation of labeled data and
the removal of redundant features in the data generation process. The
evaluation results indicate that Kyoto 2006+ with an efficiency score
(0.654) likely competing with ours. Unfortunately, Kyoto 2006+ only
includes data from a single source (network traffic).

Fig. 9 shows the accuracy score of training the ML-based IDS
(running XGBoost Classifier) with all and only important features per
dataset. The results indicate that the accuracy of training a system with
the important features is quite competitive with using all features. Even
better, using full features can significantly cost the system in computa-
tion and training time if the data is large. This fact reveals one of the
best advantages of identifying important features in a dataset. The ML-
based IDS can save training time substantially while still maintaining
the detection accuracy at best.

Fig. 10 shows the detection accuracy of selecting various combi-
nations of features in different datasets. The system can achieve high
accuracy (97% average) with only 14 features in all the datasets.
Table 7 shows these top-ranked features in our testing. An impor-
tant feature means it contributes more meaningful information for the
learning training. Several features may have few contributions, e.g., a
flow appears once or short time in the dataset. These features can be
removed without a significant impact on the prediction performance.
On the other hand, the cost to conduct those data can waste the
detection system’s resources. By contrast, a lack of enough data can
contribute to an imbalance in the dataset, which can negatively impact
a system’s performance.

7.3. Detection accuracy performance

Table 8 shows the evaluation results of the CREME dataset after test-
ing six common ML algorithms: Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, Extra Tree,
11
Fig. 9. Detection accuracy of ML-based IDS for two configurations: with important
features vs with all features.

Fig. 10. Accuracy performance of the system with various combinations of selected
features.
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KNN, Random Forest, and XGBoost. We used two measurement metrics
to compare six ML algorithms, accuracy, and F1 score. The results high-
light the Decision Tree-based detection engine has the best performance
with the measurement metrics and execution time. The Decision Tree-
based IDS in particular gave an accuracy/F1 score/execution time of
0.9970/0.9967/0.443s for the accounting, 0.9998/0.9998/0.590s for
the traffic, and 0.9846/0.9838/0.0139s for the syslog. By contrast,
the KNN algorithm required the longest execution time for large-scale
accounting and network traffic datasets, at 37.893s and 167.873s, re-
spectively. The negative results were sourced from the high-computing
mechanism of KNN, where calculating the distance to each data point
is highly inaccurate.

8. Conclusions and future work

This work proposes a toolchain that can automatically perform
the tasks: feature extraction, data labeling, and assessment of gen-
erated dataset quality from multiple sources. The sources vary, such
as network traffic, system log, or reports of the monitoring software.
Unlike the prior framework, besides automation, the toolchain supports
dataset validation and customization. The experiment results show
that the dataset collected through our framework can yield better
performance for the ML-based IDS in terms of coverage and detection
efficiency. The dataset outputs included precious information about
the list of important features, the best configuration of data sources,
and their order, which can contribute to future research in the field.
The administrator can visually follow the progress of all the processing
stages at the centralized portal.

Since our work is the first attempt in the field, there are several
potential targets for further enhancement. First, to increase the di-
versity of attack behaviors for a specific environment; more security
attacks and benign services can be added to the testing. A broad
range of evaluating the systems on different network/host environ-
ments can provide a better overview of the dataset ranking in terms
of effectiveness. Another potential topic is to support more IoT device
types. Besides, despite the promising results of our first attempt at
dealing with multiple data sources, the training and testing still require
substantial time. A compression or novel approach to shorten the inter-
learning time can also be a rewarding topic for further study. Finally,
an end-to-end learning model with the help of an autoencoder to parse
data from multiple sources or reinforcement learning with decision
trees to conduct a comprehensive evaluation on the combined dataset
deserves further studies.
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